
PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION SUB SIEVER FISHER

What a standard Fisher Sub-sieve Sizer consists of? HMK Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer is manufactured by HMKTest, a world
leading manufacturer of fisher sub sieve sizer particle size analyzer. HMK fisher sub sieve sizer conforms to ASTM
STANDARD B

A current-carrying conductor generates a magnetic field; when this is then placed in an external magnetic
field, it will experience a force proportional to the current in the conductor, and to the strength of the external
magnetic field. The airpump builds up air pressure to a constant head in the pressure regulator standpipe.
Computerize average particle analyzer We have been dedicated in developing laser particle size analyzer for
years, laser particle size analysis consists in measuring the size of particles powders, suspensions and
emulsions using the diffraction and diffusion of a laser beam. The testing result can directly show the particle
size, specific surface area and porosity, and the result can be saved and printed. Porosity: 0. Actually, the basic
operating principles of the instrument are relatively simple see figure 1. Relying on the excellent quality and
after sales service, which widely used in various industrial fields, and acquired high praise of users from home
and abroad. Gooden and Charles M. Nowadays AimSizer has become a world only leading manufacturer and
supplier of fishser sub sieve sizers. It is a scientific instrument that uses air permeability method to measure
the averaged particle size of dry bulk powders such as magnetic materials, powder metallurgy, refractory
metal, special ceramics, tungsten materials, hard metal, nonferrous metal, nonmetal, chemical industries,
building materials, national defense function material, and many powders etc. Other main technical index is
just the same as WLPP average granularity measurer Average particle size analyzer won the second award of
scientific research achievements. Aug 1, What is a Fisher sub sieve sizer history? Measuring range: 0. The
analyzer is used for rapid measuring the powder average particle size, which using the air penetration
principium. Extend the Porosity range from 0. HMK and Fisher Model 95 are basically same. Smith 1 derived
mathematical formulas involved in calibrating theSub-Sieve Sizer from the earlier work of P. Cite This
Document ,  A fisher sub sieve sizer performs very good in such situation. If uses this set tool, it can make the
pressed powder reach to same compact extent any one can do to reach to this extent and so makes the
measurement more simple, performance more stable. This was a non-traditional and fun way to gain
knowledge. Afterwards Fisher Scientific discontinued its typical Fisher Model  Copy Citation Fisher This kind
of product has upgrading continuously in the past several years. A few years later, AimSizer Scientific also
developed his own patent HMK sub sieve sizer according to international standards. Carman 2. Average
Particle Size Analyzer This apparatus is an apparatus using a gas-permeability method for determination of the
average particle diameter of powders, equips with a computer, it is easy-operation, high efficiency and high
precision. As you are w


